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C O R P O R A T E  P A R T I C I P A N T S

Randy Hogan Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Unidentified Participant

Okay, we are delighted to have the next company presenting. We have Randy Hogan, CEO and Chairman of Pentair.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Thank you, Deane. It's delightful to be here will all of you and keeping you inside and away from the good weather. I want to cover a few things
today. First of all, give you an overview of what Pentair is today, talk about the value proposition that we have, which we believe is still very sound.
We are muddling through like a lot of other companies some of the headwinds that we are seeing today and I will touch on those. But then I am
going to talk to you about how we have transformed the Company in terms of the cash flow we can deliver and then how are we thinking about
what we are going to do with that cash flow. So let me jump in.

This is Pentair. We are a narrowly diversified industrial company with some nice balance in terms of how we organize into segments. We are in four
segments. Our largest is Valves & Controls, Technical Solutions and Flow & Filtration Solutions next and then Water Quality Systems. And they are
organized into a coherent set of businesses in terms of either products or end markets.

In terms of geography, we are about half US and Canada. That has actually grown a little bit because the US has been a growth market versus the
other markets. Fully a quarter of the business is in fast growth markets and with Western Europe now less than 20%. And then by vertical, the
Industrial vertical is our largest market and Residential, Commercial and Energy are about the same, about 27% and Food and Beverage, which has
been a focus growth effort for us, has moved from 7% up to 10% and with its growth rate relative to the other verticals, I think will finish out even
higher than that this year. So that's how we are balanced across segments, geographies and vertical markets.

We've focused on the Company over the last 10 years on what we call the nexus of food, energy and water, building out to serve the needs not
just of the developing world, but the fact that we are moving from having 1 billion to 2 billion now middle-class people moving from 2 billion to
5 billion middle-class people over the next 20 years and what that is going to do to how much water, clean water, is needed to drive industry, to
drive power, how much energy is needed for people in the middle-class level and then, of course, food and doing that all in a sustainable way offers
enormous opportunities over the next 20 years and that has really formed our strategy and how we've built the Company, largely through M&A,
over the last 5 to 10 years.

We have also assembled over the last 20 years a suite of technologies and products and solutions in the water space that let us serve it in many
different ways. Everything from the wellhead and taking saltwater and desalinating it, using it in municipal infrastructure, where we serve the
Energy, the Industrial applications of water. Residential and Commercial, we are the largest player in the world on filtration and water treatment
for Residential and then in Food and Beverage, as I said, is a key focus of ours and what led us to food and beverage was our technologies in fluid
management and it gives us a great window into that. So we have these suite of products and we want to serve them effectively and find the most
profitable places to serve them as we go forward.

We recently -- we have four segments, as I mentioned. We recently, about a year ago, organized into growth and technology platforms underneath
these segments. Now it looks complex. There's 18, 19 of them depending on which chart we put in here and the idea here is that we have the
productivity and the power of large $1.4 billion to $2.4 billion businesses that are the segments, but then we are able to make more finite decisions
about where we invest at that 18 platform level, so we can invest in innovation technology. We can invest to drive growth in one, or two, or three,
or really four, or five and then disinvest in other ones, so that we are much more focused to drive a better growth profile for the Company because
that is really the one piece of our shareholder value in Pentair that we are still a work in process and that is the organic growth side.
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We've done fine on the M&A side. We will continue to do fine on the M&A side, but what we want to do is build an organic growth culture that
gives us differential growth above whatever the market is going to give us and we are already there in Water Quality Systems. Water Quality Systems
is our business that includes pools, it includes what we call Water Purification, which is the Residential and Commercial Water Treatment and Water
Filtration business. It includes the Food and Beverage Filtration business and it includes our Environmental Systems business. All of those businesses
are growing much better than their markets and we think we can do even better in those.

And then Technical Solutions, Technical Solutions is our segment that is focused on providing systems that protect sensitive industrial systems
and process solutions, whether it be from the cabinets we make under the Hoffman brand or the Raychem Thermal Tracing business that we have.
So those two businesses are both growing differentially and are in really good shape. We need to get Valves & Controls and our Flow Filtration up
to having more predictable growth.

Margin expansion -- we are well-proven in margin expansion. We've been able to expand margins in every business we ever bought and as a result
of that margin expansion and a focus on cash flow, we have had a track record of driving high free cash flow that we could then use productively
to support either investment inside the Company or M&A. And I have a chart on that in a second.

Now our value proposition, despite what has happened with FX, despite what has happened with Energy, our value proposition long term remains
the same. We want to focus and drive the Company to achieve 3% to 5% core growth, over 10% adjusted operating income, because of our tax
structure, be able to leverage that into a higher EPS and because of our overall structure, capital allocation, that is the EPS -- net income, tax rate
to net income and capital structure to EPS -- so we can drive 10%, 13% to 15% growth and 15% to 20% growth in EPS. We do not believe that that
is unreasonable for us to set as expectations because with the exception of the core growth where we did 3% from 2012 to 2014, which weren't
great growth years for the world, we were able to drive that operating income, drive that net income and drive that EPS at higher levels than we
are saying. Now, 2015, as you know if you follow us, is not going to do this because as we call it we call it the pause year, but we believe these
long-term goals are still sound.

Now a big reason why we are able to drive operating margins, a big reason that we are able to drive cash flow is our commitment to the Toyota
Production System and Lean Enterprise, which we started in Pentair 18 years ago. And for us, the Pentair Integrated Management System represents
that, that commitment. It represents our philosophies that we use within the Company. Lean Enterprise, you are all very familiar with it. It is the
single most profound way to change the way you run a company. It is a culture, it's a set of beliefs that you can eliminate. If you focus on eliminating
the waste and variability in all your processes and everything you do, you will be better day by day by day. And we are committed to that and we
have created great value with that.

We have focused a lot on talent over the last 18 years. We are a destination company now for some great talent. We have great folks and unfortunately,
they are so good we are getting picked off now and again. But that's what happens when you have great folks.

And then growth. As I mentioned earlier, we are not where we want to be on growth everywhere. We have done a lot in terms of where we are
investing and raising our innovation investments. We have got sound strategies and what we found is that our strategies are failing at the coalface,
they are failing at the salesforce. So we actually have a major effort underway in a number of areas on sales excellence, working with The Alexander
Group, to change the way we are addressing our markets, whether that is deployment of people, whether that's use and management of the
distribution channels, but that is the next cog in the machine that is going to help us drive core organic growth. So those three elements -- Lean
Enterprise, focus on growth and talent -- are what are the foundations of PIMS.

Now our main focus right now obviously is growth because we need more growth and to continue to ring the cash register with the productivity
that we've driven. I mentioned earlier that we went to platforms so we could focus our investments more granularly to drive better growth in
innovation. I mentioned also that the sales excellence is a major thrust for us right now on driving growth. Now productivity, our Four-Wall Lean
has been quite good for quite some time and by Four-Wall Lean, we mean that is the plant level lean. Our Enterprise Lean is really what we're
driving -- back-office lean is what we're driving through standardization. We still have a lot of complexity, particularly in our Valves & Controls
business, huge complexity. Eliminating that complexity is going to drive productivity and it's going to drive higher levels of customer service as
well.
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So that's really simply, those four elements are really the operating focus of the Company right now. So despite everything that is going on in the
markets, these things are well in hand and I think we're doing well with them. So that is what we are doing. Now I've had a number of people ask
me -- it was about three years ago that we announced the merger with Tyco Flow Control in a reverse Morris Trust that made us a European
company, and what is different and what is our assessment. This is actually a chart that I used with my Board of Directors two weeks ago. Now what
is different, and certainly 2015 is a very different year than we thought it was going to be at the beginning of 2012.

And just if you take a look at it from our revenue basis and walk it from 2012 down, we are actually smaller than we were and the reason is is that
we exited the Water Transport business that we bought with the Flow Control merger. Now it was never a key focus strategically for the business.
We always knew we would sell it. We just ended up selling it a lot earlier than we thought we would.

FX impact, almost $500 million negative from 2012 to today and then the Valves & Controls business has actually shrunk on a core basis about
$200 million. And the rest of Pentair actually grew, actually grew about 4% compounded average growth rate 2012 to 2014. Now the infamous $5
on the right side of this page, that is similarly impacted. Exited Water Transport, FX impact and then that core decline in sales of Valves & Controls.
All the other segments actually did a little bit better collectively than we thought they would.

Now -- so that is the reality we face. But what did we achieve? We achieved the things on the bottom. If you look in the bottom left, Valves & Controls,
despite their volume decline, operating margins up 360 basis points. Technical Solutions, which includes the Thermal business, up over 500 basis
points. And then Water Quality Systems, which was already a high-performing business, 330 basis points and then Flow & Filtration, which actually
has no businesses from the Flow Control side, only 200 basis points. Still better than they were, but not as good as they need to be. So this is very
good performance on the operating line, particularly given the revenue that a number of these businesses saw.

So our legacy businesses kept performing well on a core growth basis and the margins advanced just like we thought they would and in some
cases actually better than we thought they would. So what it shows is that even though we didn't achieve the $5 we wanted to achieve this year,
we achieved so much more. We have the scale and scope now to be that high-performing industrial company we wanted to. One of the key reasons
we wanted to merge with Flow Control was to have bigger size and scale. We are a member now of the S&P 500. We have an Irish domicile. That
is an advantage we haven't fully shown you yet. Yes, our tax rate is down. Taxes are good, but when you're not a US company, you have extraordinary
flexibility of how you use cash.

Now we will animate that when we get around to a decent sized M&A deal and you'll see the advantage that that can give us, but that is an advantage
that we intend to put to use. And that's what we mean by the ability to deploy capital. We wanted to serve that nexus of food, energy and water.
We still do. We took a big step forward in energy. We didn't expect the energy business to decline like it did, as precipitously as it did, but frankly
it is going to come back. It doesn't need to go back to $100 a barrel for the business to be fine. We still want to serve this.

Now what our focus is is to build out the food side, build out the industrial side, the Water Quality Systems and the Technical Solutions, those
businesses that are performing at a high level, to build those out more with M&A so we can get even more balance, even more balance. And as I
showed you with the margins, our PIMS -- Pentair Integrated Management System works. We took a business that was larger than legacy Pentair
and we implemented lean and had enormous impact fast. And frankly, there is even more opportunity now than we thought we had then. So I
think the ability to continue to drive margins in the Company are there, particularly in Valves & Controls, particularly in Flow & Filtration services.
So we are far better off even though we are facing some energy challenges right now. So we are excited about proving that to you.

Now one of the things that has really changed in the Company is the level of cash flow and I say the level because our focus on cash flow has been
absolute for 15 years. We changed how we paid people, to pay them on cash flow and we were able to drive better than 100% conversion of net
income of cash flow for the last 15 years. And now we have a level, and this is just showing our net debt on the far left, what we expect to have
cash flow over the next three quarters and then our buyback and dividend payout to show you that, at the end of the year, if you take a look at
this, we think we're at about comfortably $800 million of M&A capacity right now. And that is because we are able to drive that.

We have had, across the transformations of the Company and there have been three in my tenure, we have maintained investment-grade throughout.
We have got 39 straight years of dividend increases. Our dividend yield is competitive. I would like the stock price to go up so it is less competitive.
It's a ratio. Our organic growth, we have a better focus. We are investing in the best ROIC growth we can and then we have bought back $2.4 billion
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of shares over the last three years. And part of that was committed to because of the nature of the reverse Morris Trust deal we did with Tyco, but
we actually did more because the cash flow was sound.

And this is my favorite chart, this next one. We may have doubled the size of the Company and we tripled the size of the enterprise value, we
quadrupled the cash flow in this Company. We were running $200 million to $250 million a year. Now we are over $800 million and when we get
to stable growth, we will be approaching $1 billion a year in cash flow.

You can see on the right how we have used that. The blue bars are basically the dividends plus the normal amount of stock buyback that we did
and then the dotted lines are the extraordinary stock buybacks we did on the recapitalization after Tyco. So even though the market top line isn't
where we want it to be, our ability to drive cash flow is sound and it is going to continue to get better and we intend to put it to use. We intend to
put it to use in M&A and we intend to put into use against those businesses that we know are ready and are going to do a good job. That is the
Technical Solutions business and the Water Quality Systems business.

Now just to sum up before we get to questions, just a little bit of near-term talk, what we see for 2015. These charts aren't new. They were in our
last earnings call, but I want to affirm them here. This is how we see our core sales growth. We actually see two businesses, Residential and Commercial
and Food and Beverage, that are actually going to grow on a core basis with Industrial and Energy actually declining.

As a result, this is the same outlook we said for the second quarter. We believe our outlook -- the assumptions we have, we don't see any change
in our outlook that would make us change any of these numbers. We still expect core sales to be down in the second quarter and earnings at $0.95
to $0.96. And then for the year, core sales down 2% to 3% and it could be better, but we think it is better to try and plan on it just as we have here.

So that is our full year. We call it the pause year. It's where we are focused on delivering flat earnings year-over-year while we continue to build the
Company to drive that longer-term value creation that we talked about earlier. So thanks and we will turn it over to questions, starting with our
emcee, Deane.

Unidentified Participant

Thanks, Randy. Love to get more color on your comment for Valves & Controls, the approach to getting more predictable growth, the idea is the
whole oil volatility has certainly made it more challenging, but maybe just if you can strip some of that out and talk about what the approaches
are, get visibility in the business, the frontlog and so forth and what the path might be.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Right. When the tide goes out in any business, you get to see how big the rocks are and how many there are. And one of the things we found is,
as we were going down, and this affected us in the first quarter, what we had in our backlog was the data -- we had orders, but the dates of delivery
for those orders weren't all right. So as we saw things slipping, what we found was is there was a disconnect between some of the records that the
plants had and some of the salesforce.

I talked about the fact that the Valves & Controls complexity, all the ERPs, all of these different sales operations, there's too many hands off, there's
too many places for error and so that hit us. One of the things was is that we had some bad data in our backlog, not in the level of the backlog, but
in the timing of that backlog. We believe that is fixed. We will find out as we drive to close the second quarter and the third quarter.

The other thing we have put in place is a much clearer and simpler. Rather than blaming the complexity and saying that that's why we don't have
visibility, we are going to the people and we've got a simple spreadsheet that we are putting together to make sure that that frontlog is actually
clear and believable and people are accountable for it. So every salesperson, every sales leader is belly to belly with our new sales leader, which
we made a change in our sales leader as well.
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So the mix we are seeing, we are big in power and a lot of the power business has not been getting released, so that has hurt our mix. Our LNG,
we have good share in the LNG business and LNG is holding up pretty well. But there is more -- there are still things sliding to the right. There are
still projects sliding to the right and now we believe -- we believe the data we are seeing now.

Unidentified Audience Member

You guys called it a global capital strike in the first quarter, kind of took you by surprise. You've had a couple more months to assess things, talk to
customers. Anything changing? Anything getting better or worse and have you learned anything more from your conversations?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Yes, a little background. The place that really surprised us, because we really have a good handle on things, is our Technical Solutions business.
We actually were running -- in January and February, we were running in our Hoffman business, which is one of our bellwether businesses that we
track to see what's going on in Industrial, they were actually running ahead and in March was like a screaming halt, just -- and that's why we really
felt like there was just a big inventory adjustment going on.

We feel like that's not totally over, but it's not as bad and so we do believe that there was I think an overcorrection by a lot of -- not necessarily
overcorrection -- a reaction to the capital reductions in the oil and gas business, which impact everything. Oil and gas spending impacts every
Industrial in some way, shape or form and there was inventory being taken out of the system there. So we think we had it right. We don't think it
will be as bad as it was in March. But as you can see, we still think Industrial is going to be down.

Unidentified Audience Member

Randy, I am intrigued to hear you say that the opportunities at Tyco are even bigger than you thought they were. What gave you that visibility?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

You saw over 300 basis points improvement in operating margins already and we still have not reduced the complexity in the ERPs. We still have
-- I think we have missed deployed sales resources. I think we have more sales resources in the back room, not calling on customers, but just that
whole Infrastructure is high and we've only scratched the surface on what the real SQDCC impact is going to be in the factories. We have made
some nice improvements in -- by the way, safety, fantastic. Tyco has an incredible safety program. We adopted that safety program across all of
Pentair and that has helped. But on the quality and delivery, we have made nice impacts, but we haven't really had what I would call a core
productivity delivered from lean yet because that's the last to come -- Safety, Quality, Delivery, Cost and Cash. So I believe that 3.5, 4 years ago, I
believe that the Valves & Controls business had a chance to have the same margins as their peers. I am more convinced of that today.

Unidentified Audience Member

Just a broader question -- hi, Randy -- just a broader question on the Industrial cycle. Going back to 2012 and looking what a lot of your peers are
saying now, it is not just Energy; it seems that growth is just not here this year. And do you think there is something more fundamental happening
with global CapEx, or do you think it is a true pause just caused by Energy as you have said?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

I think there is the knock-on effect from Energy. The oil and gas industry is such an engine for spending and capital across industry. I think that is
one of the factors. I think just the general global slow growth is a big factor as well. I think Industrial was heading up and now Europe is a little more
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solid, but it's really not growing yet. The US Industrial has slowed. North Asia is not good. China has slowed. So I think that there is just a lot of mixed
messages in Industrial and if we don't get orders, we don't spend money either. So I just think the general global slow growth is an impact as well.

Unidentified Audience Member

And within your portfolio, what does it mean, which business are you going to emphasize more over the next 3 to 5 years?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Well, I mentioned our Water Quality Systems business. Our Pool business, it's a business that -- Deane and I like to talk about the Pool business.
This is a business that eight years ago we were number three in the world and we had low margins. We are now number one in the world. We are
gaining a point of market share a year and we have very high profits, as you saw, 21%. That approach, that innovation and solution approach that
we applied in Pool we believe will work in Water Purification. It's why I moved our Residential Water business to him, to that team. It's why I moved
my Food Service business to that team because they really know how to manage multitier distribution.

We believe that that is a big growth opportunity for us and our Environmental Systems business, which includes Aquaculture; it's small, it's $80
million now, but I still think it will be a $500 million business for us. So Water Quality Systems is one of the businesses that you are going to see us
emphasizing a lot for growth and then Technical Solutions. It's a high-performing business. There is still a great deal of fragmentation. They are
critical solutions whether it is protecting sensitive electronics, whether that be a 4G system or motor controls, or the Thermal business where we
see a lot of innovation. We just made a small acquisition called Nuheat in our Thermal business, which really puts us more into the Residential and
Commercial space globally. We were a player in Europe. We are going to be a bigger and better player in North America and there's some nice
innovations there.

So those are really the two areas and I think our Flow and Filtration business, which is frankly a work in progress, has a lot of opportunities, but if
you drill into it, it looks like we lost share in the last two quarters in that business and that is unacceptable. I believe it is execution more than
anything else. In Valves & Controls, we talk a lot about it. It's a long cycle business. It is going to see orders decline and that will impact and hold
over into next year, but we are going to grow next year anyway because the other businesses are going to carry it.

Unidentified Audience Member

Randy, so you mentioned 2015 is a pause year for Pentair. Is that the same with M&A? And secondly, on top of that, can you just describe what you
see out there in the M&A environment, particularly given the pricing that we are seeing from some other deals. Do you see the opportunity to do
something meaningful in this current M&A environment (inaudible) Pentair?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Yes, earnings is a pause year. We are putting more pedal to the metal on M&A. We believe we have the heavy lifting of integration behind us. We
have the cash flow to put to use. Interest rates are very low, so why wouldn't you want to use it? But we still want to stick to our fundamental five
questions we always ask -- how does the deal fit our strategy; secondly, how is the financials look. Even though interest rates are low and even
though we have a capital structure and a tax rate that is low because we are European-based, that still doesn't mean we shouldn't have financial
discipline, so we will.

Now you can afford a little bit higher price if you let the low interest rates go through, flow through into your analysis, but we look at it separately
to make sure that if we're going to do that, we know we are doing that. And then very importantly, we want to make sure we are the right buyer.
We want to make sure that we have the integration plan that makes sense and we have an integration team that can get it done. Now we have a
lot more confidence in that given that we bought a company bigger than us and we did just fine with the integration because of the people we
have.
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So right now, particularly in those two businesses I talked about, we have some prospects in the funnel. Will they hit, will they not? It all depends.
You could fall out on any one of those five. But actually to be in the funnel, they have to pass number one, which is it fits the strategy.

Unidentified Audience Member

Randy, you mentioned parts of the strategy failing at the sales level a little bit. Where are you in finding the answers to those questions and how
much is cultural versus tactical?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

I was really -- on the sales excellence side, I would say it is not so much cultural as it is deployment and process and we are a good process company.
We haven't brought as much process to the sales side, so I'll give you an example. In Valves & Controls, we have 900 salespeople and we have like
150 specialists and we have generalists. So when you get in and you look at who is effective and who isn't, guess what, the specialists are really
effective and the generalists are less effective, (inaudible) some of them are effective. So that analysis has never been done before. So that is not
a cultural issue, that is a deployment issue in my mind and it's a training issue.

So as we get into sales excellence and we talk about our eight-step process, that is what it is. It's a measurement and it's training and deployment.
So I would say it is less cultural. Actually, process stuff lends itself to our culture. If we can find a process -- we built a good process culture. I think
our talent is pretty good. A lot of those generalists, if deployed, they actually came -- they were specialists once. They were butterfly salespeople,
but then they were asked to sell a broad portfolio and they are not going to be that good at selling pressure management. So you need a few
generalists, but you need to make sure that you got the specialist. So that's an example, that's an example.

Unidentified Audience Member

Randy, two questions for you. First, we visited the Valve facility in Houston at the end of March and I have to say I was like blown away, really great
job on the transformation.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Had you been there before?

Unidentified Audience Member

First time. First time, but --

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

You should have seen it a few years ago.

Unidentified Audience Member

We saw pictures. So the first question is what do you have across the portfolio where you see a significant runway for margin expansion? And then
my second question is really around oil and gas pricing. So what we heard down there is things are starting to get a little bit more aggressive on
the pricing side, but you really hadn't really started to see it in your results in the first quarter. So I'm just curious how you guys are thinking about
the pricing environment as the year progresses?
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Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Yes, let me talk about that first. Actually, in our second half, we are showing no price as a company. So we expect that we are going to see some
price competition. Now that said, and we want to be disciplined and make sure that we win business that is still profitable. And I think we are in
businesses where there aren't really nutty competitors. That's one of the -- the two things when we looked at businesses, we want to be in businesses
that have good growth prospects and where you can control your destiny. So if you go back to business school and you think about the Porter
Model, controlling your destiny means that you are able to get margins and you have some control over pricing. That's why we exited power tools.
I didn't have any control over what Home Depot or Lowe's would do -- sorry, that goes back to 2003, 2004.

So we are going to see more pressure on price. You've all heard about the letters that have been sent out asking for 20% reduction. So those are
invitations to help us solve a problem; those aren't edicts. So what you do is you go into the customer and you help rework things in their favor. A
good example is we had a big thermal project and we got the letter, 20%, and it was also said, by the way, if you don't give us something right
now, Phase 2 and Phase 3, you will not be invited to quote. So we went in and we worked with them. We gave them a 1% price reduction and we
increased the scope 10% for us. So we got more, we gave them a little price, we got more scope. They are happy; we are happy. We saved them a
lot more money on the additional scope than the 1% we gave them on the first, but you just have to have the kind of relationship with a customer
where you can do that.

In Pressure Management -- you run a pressure management factory. Pressure Management is a critical safety item. I actually don't think that we'll
have to give much price there. I think we need to take the service levels that we have achieved now in that factory and turn that into some growth,
which we haven't yet done. We should be able to get done.

Now in terms of the runway, again, I think our runway is in Water Quality and Technical Solutions. I would like to tell you that we will find runway
in Valves & Controls because I know we will, but I don't have the data to give me conviction yet.

Unidentified Audience Member

Just thinking about parlaying on that idea of runway and kind of your deal appetite, do you have the comfort or confidence to do M&A in the softer,
squishier parts like the Valves & Controls currently, or do you need that to kind of settle down?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

There are a number of opportunities in Valves & Controls. I would like to see us have more predictability in our own performance before I would
venture in there in a bold way.

Unidentified Audience Member

Just thinking about Valves & Controls platforms, as you look at the four platforms in that business, do you think the issues that are facing that
business are true across all four platforms or --?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

No, they are not. The four platforms, they are product platforms, so Pressure Management, the main plant is outside of Houston. We have plants
around the world. Pressure Management, safety relief, that is a high-performance product that makes very good money already. It has high service
content, so we think there's a lot more we can do there in terms of using our service network more proactively versus reactively, which is frankly
how they have been and actually grow that business.
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The triple offset valve -- the Quarter Turn, which is the largest, is kind of a mixed bag. The butterfly valves, the high resilience butterfly valves and
the triple offset valves were very well-positioned, very high quality performance. Ball valves, we have some gaps. We have a high-performance ball
valve. We don't really have a lower performance ball valve and then the Knife Gate business is a tougher one. It's a tougher one.

Unidentified Audience Member

Randy, still on the Valves & Controls side, so I think by your definition about 25% of that portfolio maybe we'll call it to be kind standardized product
and the rest maybe not, or some percentage around that. How do you move that business higher in terms of a solution sale, in terms of industrial
automation. Thinking more about an automation level, thinking about doing something where you have, as you said, more pricing power and it
is more defendable and you can get comfort in expanding some (technical difficulty) subject to the whim?

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

Right, right. The fourth platform there is Actuation & Control, so it is basically making sure that we have automation to go with that Actuation &
Control so that we can integrate in with any DCF system that is up there well. So that is one place that differentiates so that we can fit into systems
like that. The other place is standard isn't bad. Standard product isn't bad. Our high resilient -- our keystone butterfly valves, they are really profitable.
A lot of them are standard. A lot of them go through distribution, but what we need them to do is we need the model, the analog for that, for
Valves, is Hoffman. People in your industry have been stunned that we can make 22% on a metal box. And the truth is we don't sell metal boxes,
we sell safety and security in every size you want immediately when you need it. And that is the value proposition. Because the value proposition
in standard product for Valves & Controls, that as we knock out a more coherent distribution strategy for those I think it will be fine. There are some
that are just plain -- some of the lower end ball valves, that's pretty competitive. So we don't necessarily have a solution there yet.

Are we done? Do I have to finish on a Valves question?

Unidentified Participant

Give us a recap.

Randy Hogan - Pentair plc - Chairman & CEO

All right. Well, this is a pause year from an EPS standpoint, but not a pause year from an M&A standpoint. Our cash flow is sound. The value proposition
is validated I think. So thank you for your attention and here is Inge.
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